Whenever in systematic clinical work the radiographic centre of the X-ray focus tube is used throughout in some definite relation to the plane of the X-ray picture, then (as was suggested by Mr. Punch now some years ago) whether we know it or not we are employing a kind of X-ray camera. Just as in ordinary photography we employ a modification of the long-known " camera obscura," or may in copying drawings employ the " camera lucida " in some form, so in radiography we may quite rationally speak of using a sort of camera, which for want of a better name may be called the " Camera Aperta."
The human eye itself is a camera, the comparison of which with other cameras just breaks off when it is becoming most interesting. The object of the present paper is to describe a somewhat more vertebrate type of camera for X-ray purposes than is usually to be found, and to suggest a few purposes for which it must be found highly advantageous or even essential.
The principle involved is that of keeping the radiographic Not less curious are some of the differences.
In X-ray photography the object is between the plane of delineation and the radiant source, the image on the fluorescent screen and on the X-ray print is erect and reversed, while in the case of the ground glass screen of the photographer's camera the imageis direct and inverted ; and it is only now beginning to be dimly surmised by the majority of workers that in the matter of form and perspective the X-ray negative alone truly corresponds point for point with the ordinary photographic print or drawing taken from the original station point (in reference to the objectand to picture plane) of the radiographic centre itself.
However this may be, in Diagram I I have tried to show the essential parts of a good practical workaday radiographic camera.
As regards materials, they must of course be suitably strong, and electrically non-conducting where necessary.
The apparatus consists of Baseboard, of Upright, and of oneor more Brackets. 
